Abstract-For index coding problems with special structure on the side-information graphs called Interlinked Cycle (IC) structures index codes have been proposed in the literature (C.
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background and Preliminaries
In a single sender Index Coding problem with Side Information (ICSI), there will be a unique source having a set of P messages M = {x 1 , x 2 , ..., x P } and N receivers R = {R 1 , R 2 , ..., R N }. Each receiver R i is characterized by (W i , K i ), where W i ⊆ M is the set of messages it demands and K i ⊆ M is the set of messages it knows a priori which is also the side information possessed by it, where W i ∩ K i = ∅, i.e, it doesn't demand anything which it already has. The sender knows the side information available to the receivers. Each receiver should get the messages it requested from the sender with minimum number of transmissions. An ICSI is identified by (M, R). An index code for the ICSI (M, R) consists of an encoding function for the sender, E : F 
where l is the length of the index code and F q is a finite field with q elements. The objective is to find the optimal index code which has the smallest l possible, such that each receiver can decode the messages, which it demanded, from the codeword transmitted and the known messages. An index code is said to be linear if the encoding function E is linear. ICSI problem was introduced in [1] . A detailed classification of ICSI is done by Ong and Ho [2] based on the demands and side information of the receivers. An ICSI problem is said to be unicast if W i ∩W j = ∅ ∀ i = j and it is single unicast if |W i | = 1. An ICSI problem is said to be uniprior if K i ∩ K j = ∅ ∀ i = j and it is single uniprior if |K i | = 1. The most general setting of index coding instance is when there is no restriction on W i and K i , which is said to be multicast multiprior. Finding the optimal length for this case is known to be NP hard [3] .
The notation ⌊v⌉ is used to represent the set {1, 2, ..., v} for any integer v. We consider single unicast problem with P = N . Without loss of generality, let each receiver R i requests the message x i . A Digraph G is specified by a set of vertices V (G) and a set of arcs E(G) connecting the vertices, denoted by (V, E). An arc (i, j) ∈ E(G), if the receiver R i has x j as side information. A path is a digraph P va,v b , specified by The optimal broadcast rate for an index coding problem G is defined as
where β t (G) is the minimum number of index code symbols to be transmitted, in order to satisfy the demand of all the receiver, per t-bit messages. A Maximum Induced Acyclic SubDigraph (MAIS) is the induced acyclic sub-digraph formed by removing minimum number of vertices from the digraph G. M AIS(G) is the order of the M AIS. For any digraph G, M AIS(G) is the lower bound on the optimal broadcast rate, i.e, β(G) ≥ M AIS(G).
In [5] , [6] the authors consider a digraph G with N vertices and define an Interlinked Cycle (IC) structure as follows. Let V be the set of N vertices. Let there be a vertex set V I , such that it has K vertices, V I = {1, 2, ..., K}, where for all ordered pair of vertices (i, j), there exists exactly one path from i to j which doesn't include any other vertices in V I except i and j, where i, j ∈ V I and i = j. Such a vertex set V I is called inner vertex set and the vertices in V I is called inner vertices. All other vertices in G other than inner vertices are called non-inner vertices and are included in the vertex set V N I . A path in which only the first and the last vertices are from V I , and they are distinct, is called an I-path. If the first and the last vertices are same, then it is called an I-cycle.
There exists a directed rooted tree from every vertex in V I , denoted by T i , with any inner vertex i as the root vertex and all other vertices in V I other than i as leaves. If the digraph G satisfies the following four conditions, then it is called an Interlinked Cycle structure, denoted by G K .
• Condition 1: The union of all the K rooted trees, each one rooted at unique inner vertex, should form the digraph G.
• Condition 2: There is no I-cycle in G K .
• Condition 3: For all ordered pair of vertices (i, j), there exists exactly one path from i to j which doesn't include any other vertices in V I except i and j, where i, j ∈ V I and i = j.
• Condition 4: No cycle containing only non-inner vertices.
In [5] , [6] , the authors have proposed an index code construction scheme for an IC structure G K with K inner vertices and a total of N vertices. The code construction is as follows:
• A coded symbol is obtained by bitwise XOR of messages requested by all the inner vertices in V I .
• A coded symbol is obtained by the bitwise XOR of the message requested by j and the messages requested by all its out-neighborhood vertices in G K , for all j ∈ V N I .
The code constructed by the above procedure has N − K + 1 coded symbols.
The cycles containing only the non-inner vertices are called outer cycles. The IC structures satisfying only the first three conditions are called IC structures with outer cycles. This paper deals with IC structures with outer cycles. In [7] , optimal length index code is provided for IC structures with one cycle among non-inner vertex set. In [8] , an index code of length N − K + 1 is provided for IC structures with arbitrary number of outer cycles with the issue of optimality of the index codes left open. In our prior work [9] we dealt with optimal index code constructions for IC structures with any number of outer cycles satisfying two conditions calling such IC structures as IC structures with interlocked outer cycles.
Definition 1.1: Interlocked Outer Cycles [9]:
Let there exist n number of cycles, C j where j ∈ ⌊n⌉, among non-inner vertex set. The set of all cycles among non-inner vertices which obeys the two conditions below is called Interlocked Outer Cycles. Let C be the set of all outer cycles, C = {C 1 , C 2 , ..., C n }.
• Interlocking Condition (ILC): If any cycle C i intersects any other cycle C k , then C i and C k have exactly a path in common, for any i, k ∈ ⌊n⌉.
• Central Cycle Condition (CCC): A cycle C c ∈ C such that all other cycles in C have atleast a single vertex in common with C c and the intersection of any two cycles in C, other than C c , has atleast a single vertex in common with C c is called a Central Cycle. There exists atleast one central cycle in C. 1 . An IC structure G 6 with the path from the vertex 11 to 12 common to all the cycles in C. 
All the three cycles have the path from the vertex 11 to 12 in common. All the three cycles are central cycles. 
All the three cycles have the vertex 14 in common. All the three cycles are central cycles. and C 4 with V C1 = {12, 13, 14, 15},
All the four cycles do not have any vertex in common. The only central cycle is C 1 . 
There is no vertex in common with all the cycles. The only central cycle is C 1 .
In [9], we established two properties of IC structures with interlocked outer cycles, i.e,
• P1: If all the n cycles in C have atleast one vertex in common, then all the cycles in C are central cycles.
• P2: For any central cycle C c ∈ C, there exists a path from any i ∈ V C k to any j ∈ V C l , where k, l ∈ ⌊n⌉, and the path includes the vertices and arcs only from C k ∪C l ∪C c .
For IC structures with interlocked outer cycles, in [9], we have shown that the optimal length depends on the maximum number of disjoint outer cycles. To be precise, if t denotes the maximum number of disjoint outer cycles then the optimal length is N − K + 2 − t. We provided explicit optimal index code construction for the cases where either of the two conditions-Condition C1 or C2 -described below is satisfied.
• C1: For any inner vertices p, q ∈ V in I ∪ V * I and u, v ∈ V out I , the I-path from p to q should not intersect the I-path from u to v.
• C2: For any inner vertices p, q ∈ V out I ∪ V * I and u, v ∈ V in I , the I-path from p to q should not intersect the I-path from u to v.
These conditions are shown to be not necessary by an explicit example. From the code construction in [8] , the length of the index code obtained for any IC structure with cycles among non-inner vertex set is N − K + 1. Algorithm in [9] gives an index code of length N − K + 2 − t, where t is the maximum number of disjoint cycles in C, for IC structures with interlocked outer cycles which obey either Condition C1 or C2. There is a difference of t − 1 in the length of index codes. Hence t is a critical parameter for IC structures with interlocked outer cycles, especially for the IC structures with t more than one since it indicates the number of transmissions that can be saved whenever t is greater than 1.
B. Our Contributions
In this paper we present a simple algorithm to find a set of maximum number of disjoint outer cycles in IC structures with interlocked outer cycles. The cardinality of this set gives t which controls the optimal length of index code for IC structures with interlocked cycles.
II. STRUCTURE OF IC STRUCTURES WITH INTERLOCKED OUTER CYCLES
In this section, we describe some of the properties of IC structures with interlocked outer cycles. We consider IC structures G K containing interlocked outer cycles with N number of total vertices and K number of inner vertices. Let V out I = {k : k ∈ V I and there exists a path from k to j for some j ∈ V OC , where the path doesn't include any inner vertex other than k}, V in I = {k : k ∈ V I and there exists a path from j to k for some j ∈ V OC , where the path doesn't include any inner vertex other than k} and
Next in a sequence of four lemmas we show that if all the n cycles in C do not have a common vertex then the IC structure with interlocked cycles will have exactly one central cycle. This is an important property which leads to our algorithm to find the maximum number of disjoint cycles in C. The proofs for the first two lemmas, Lemma 2.1 and Lemma 2.2, are lengthy and given in appendix.
Lemma 2.1:
Let C c be a central cycle in C. For any other cycle C k ∈ C, if V C k \V c,k = φ, then there exist some vertices or arcs in C k which are unique to C k . Table I illustrates Lemma 2.1 for all the five examples discussed in the previous section.
Lemma 2.2:
Let C c be a central cycle in C. For any other cycle C k ∈ C, 1)Ṽ C k = φ, 2) there exists atleast one path P i,v k from some inner vertex i ∈ V I to some non-inner vertex v k ∈Ṽ C k , where the path doesn't include any vertex in V OC other than v k and 3) there exists atleast one path P v ′ k ,j from some non-inner vertex v ′ k ∈Ṽ C k to some inner vertex j ∈ V I , where the path doesn't include any vertex in V OC other than v ′ k . The path from i ∈ V C k to j ∈ V C k which is unique to C k , except i and j.
Cycle C 3 except the vertex 8
Cycle C 2 except the vertex 8
Cycle C 4 except the vertex 13 The path from i ∈ V I to v k ∈ V C k , where the path doesn't include any vertex in
The path from v ′ k ∈Ṽ C k to j ∈ V I , where the path doesn't include any vertex in Proof: On the contrary, let there exist in the cycle C c such that both the paths do not coincide. From Lemma 2.2, there exists a path P u,vj u from some inner vertex u ∈ V I to some vertex v ju ∈Ṽ Cj and a path P v kv ,v from some vertex v kv ∈Ṽ C k to some inner vertex v ∈ V I . Let P vj u ,va be the path from v ju to v a (part of the cycle C j ) and P v b ,v kv be the path from v b to v kv (part of the cycle
forms another I-path from u to v. Hence there exist two I-paths from u to v. It contradicts the definition of an IC-structure. Hence for any cycle C i ∈ C\C c , all the cycles in C intersecting C i , including C i , have atleast a single vertex in common.
If there is more than one central cycle, take one central cycle C c ∈ C. There exists some other central cycle C p ∈ C. C p , C c and all other cycles in C have atleast a single vertex in common, since all the cycles in C intersect C p . Hence if there is more than one central cycle, then all the n cycles in the interlocked outer cycles C have atleast a single vertex in common.
For the IC structure in Example 1.2 all the three outer cycles are central cycles and these three have the vertices 11 and 12 in common. For the IC structure in Example 1.3 also all the three outer cycles are central cycles having the vertex 8 in common. The same being the case for the IC structure of Example 1.4 with the vertex 14 being common. Consider Example 1.5. For this IC structure, there is only one central cycle -C 1 . Consider the cycle C 2 . The outer cycles intersecting C 2 are C 1 and C 4 . C 2 , C 1 and C 4 have the vertex 13 in common. The only cycle intersecting C 3 is C 1 . C 3 and C 1 have the vertices 14 and 15 in common. Similar situation can be seen in Example 1.6. For the IC structure of this example there is only one central cycle -C
Hence if all the n cycles in the interlocked outer cycles C do not have any vertex in common, then there exists exactly one central cycle in C.
For Examples 1.2, 1.3 and 1.4, all the three outer cycles are central cycles with common vertices being respectively {11, 12} {8} and {14}.
For both the Example 1.5 and Example 1.6 the corresponding IC structure has four outer cycles and they do not have any vertex in common. The only central cycle is C 1 .
Lemma 2.5:
If all the n cycles in the interlocked outer cycles C do not have any vertex in common, then let C c be the central cycle in C. For any other cycle C j ∈ C, let C * j be the set of cycles in C\{C c } intersecting C j . Each of the cycles in C\(C * j ∪ {C c }) is disjoint from each of the cycles in C * j . Proof: For each cycle C k ∈ C * j , C j intersects C k . By Lemma 2.3, all the cycles in C intersecting C k , including C k , have atleast a single vertex v b in common. Since C j is one of the cycles intersecting C k , C j has the vertex v b in common with C k and all other cycles in C\{C c , C k } intersecting C k . All the cycles in C\{C c , C j } intersecting C j are included in C * j and all the cycles in C\{C c , C k } intersecting C k intersect the cycle C j . Hence all the cycles in C\{C c , C k } intersecting C k are included in C * j \C k . For each C k ∈ C * j , none of the cycles in C\{C * j ∪ C c } intersects C k , since cycles intersecting C k intersect C j also. Hence each of the cycles in C\(C * j ∪ {C c }) is disjoint from each of the cycles in C * j . Consider Example 1.5. For this IC structure, the only central cycle is C 1 . The set {C 2 , C 4 } and the set {C 3 } are disjoint.
Consider Example 1.6. For this IC structure, the only central cycle is C 1 . The set {C 2 , C 3 } and the set {C 4 } are disjoint.
III. ALGORITHM
In this section, we provide a simple algorithm to find a set of maximum number of disjoint outer cycles in IC structures with interlocked outer cycles.
Let S be a set of minimum number of vertices to be removed from V OC to make all the cycles in C acyclic and C S is the set of maximum number of disjoint cycles among the non-inner vertex set. Also, let |C S | = t. If all the n cycles in C have atleast one vertex in common, then t is one and C S = C i , for some C i ∈ C.
If all the n cycles in C do not have any vertex in common, then there exists exactly one central cycle in C by Lemma 2.4. Algorithm 1 finds C S if all the n cycles in C do not have any vertex in common Algorithm 1: Algorithm to obtain a set of maximum number of disjoint outer cycles if all the outer cycles in an IC structure do not have any vertex in common.
Input : An IC structure G K with the central cycle C c , the set C r = C\C c , V OC , a set C S and a set S, where S is a set of minimum number of vertices to be removed from V OC to make all the cycles in C acyclic and C S is the set of maximum number of disjoint cycles among the non-inner vertex set. S and C S are initialized as φ. Output: C S and S.
1 while C r = φ do 1) Choose any cycle C j ∈ C r . Find a vertex v j ∈ V c,j which is in common with C j and all the cycles intersecting C j (If there is more than one vertex, choose any one of them). 2) Remove the vertex v j from V OC and put it in the set S. Put C j in the set C S . Remove all the cycles intersecting v j from C r .
end
Proof of Correctness of Algorithm 1:
Consider an IC structure G K . Let C c be the central cycle in G K . Let S be a set of minimum number of vertices to be removed from V OC to make all the cycles in C acyclic. Let C S be a set of maximum number of disjoint cycles in C. Algorithm 1 finds S and C S for G K . Algorithm 1 is explained below.
If the cardinality of the set S is t, then the cardinality of the set C S is also t, since every time when we add a new vertex to S, we add a new cycle to C S also. Lemma 2.3 guarantees that there exists a vertex v j chosen in step 1, such that all the cycles intersecting C j passes through v j . After choosing a cycle C j and a vertex v j in step 1 we have removed the vertex v j in step 2. Hence all the cycles intersecting C j and the cycle C j have become acyclic. Let C * j be the set of all cycles in C passing through v j , excluding C c . From Lemma 2.5, none of the cycles (except C c ) in C outside the set C * j intersect any of the cycles in C * j . Therefore, if we choose any cycle C k from the new C r obtained after removing the cycles passing through v j , it doesn't intersect C j . Hence all the cycles in the set C S are disjoint.Ĉ is the union of C c and t sets of cycles, C * j . For each C j ∈ C S , C * j represents the set of all cycles in C intersecting C j (including C j and excluding C c ). The t sets of cycles, C * j , are disjoint from one another. All the cycles in the set C * j have a common vertex v j . So the maximum number of disjoint cycles we can get from a set is 1 and the maximum number of disjoint cycles we can get from t sets is t. Since all the cycles in C intersect C c , the maximum number of disjoint cycles in C is t and the minimum number of vertices to be removed from V OC to make the cycles in C acyclic is t. This completes the proof of correctness.
For the IC structure of Example 1.2 C S = {C 1 }, S = {11} and t = 1 and for the IC structure of Example 1.3, C S = {C 1 }, S = {8} and t = 1. Consider Example 1.4. For the IC structure of this example C S = {C 1 }, S = {14} and t = 1. We have for the IC structure of Example 1.5, C S = {C 2 , C 3 }, S = {13, 14} and t = 2 and for the IC structure of Example 1.6, C S = {C 3 , C 4 }, S = {22, 19} and t = 2.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this work, we have studied IC structures with interlocked outer cycles and have provided a simple algorithm to find a set C S of maximum number of disjoint cycles in the non-inner vertex set. The cardinality of C S gives the maximum number of disjoint outer cycles t which controls the optimal length of index code for IC structures with interlocked cycles when either the condition C1 or C2 is satisfied. Let C c be a central cycle in C. For any other cycle C k ∈ C, if V C k \V c,k = φ, then on the contrary let there do not exist any vertices and arcs in C k which are unique to C k (shown in Fig. 7) .
If any two cycles intersect, from ILC, we know that they have exactly a path in common. Let the path P va,v b from some vertex v a ∈ V c,k to some other vertex v b ∈ V c,k be common to both C k and C c . v a and v b can coincide. Let
Let i = 1 and j = 1. From our assumption, the path (v b → v i ) should be included in some cycle in C. Let it be in C i (C i in Fig. 7) . From the definition of interlocked outer cycles, if any two cycles intersect, then the intersection should have exactly a path in common. Hence let P vu i ,v b be the path from some vertex v ui ∈ V Cc to v b which is common to both C c and C i . The vertices v ui and v b can coincide. Let ⌈r, t⌋ be t if t ∈ V c,k , else let it be r, where r, t ∈ V Cc . Let P ⌈va,vu i ⌋,vx i be the path from ⌈v a , v ui ⌋ to some vertex v xi ∈ V C k \V c,k which is common to both C i and C k . Hence there exists a path P vx i ,vu i in C i from v xi to v ui which doesn't include any other vertices in C k or C c other than v xi and v ui .
Also, from our assumption, the path Fig. 7) . From the definition of interlocked outer cycles, if any two cycles intersect, then the intersection should have exactly a path in common. Hence let P va,vw j be the path from vertex v a to some vertex v wj ∈ V Cc which is common to both C c and C ′ j . The vertices v wj and v a can coincide. Let P vy j ,⌈v b ,vw j ⌋ be the path from some vertex v yj ∈ V C k \V c,k to ⌈v b , v wj ⌋ which is common to both C ′ j and C k . Hence there exists a path P vw j ,vy j in C ′ j from v wj to v yj which doesn't include any other vertices in C k or C c other than v wj and v yj .
If v yj comes before v xj in the path P v b ,va , let P vu i ,vw j be the path from v ui to v wj (part of C c ) and P vy j ,vx i be the path from v yj to v xi (part of C k ). Since v xi comes in the path from v yj to v a in C k , the path P vy j ,vx i doesn't intersect the cycle C c . (P vw j ,vy j → P vy j ,vx i → P vx i ,vu i → P vu i ,vw j ) forms some cycle C q . The path P vy j ,vx i is common to both C q and C k . None of the vertices in P vy j ,vx i are included in C c . Hence CCC is violated and interlocked outer cycles do not contain C q .
If the path from v ui to v wj in C c and the path P va,v b do not intersect, let P vu i ,vw j be the path from v ui to v wj (part of C c ) and P vy j ,vx i be the path from v yj to v xi (part of C k ). (P vw j ,vy j → P vy j ,vx i → P vx i ,vu i → P vu i ,vw j ) forms some cycle C p . The path P vu i ,vw j and the path P va,v b are common to both C p and C k . Since P vu i ,vw j and P va,v b are disjoint, ILC is violated and interlocked outer cycles do not contain C p .
If v yj comes after v xj in the path P v b ,va and if the path from v ui to v wj in C c and the path P va,v b intersect, then do the following.
• Step 1: From our assumption, the path (v xi → v xi+1 )
should be included in some cycle in C. Let it be in C t . C t can intersect C k and C c in two different ways (either W 1 or W 2) such that the path (v xi → v xi+1 ) is covered in C t .
-W1: The path P va,vw j+1 from v a to some vertex v wj+1 ∈ V Cc is common to both C c and C t (C t (W 1) in Fig. 7) . The vertices v wj+1 and v a can coincide. The path P vy j+1 ,⌈v b ,vw j+1 ⌋ from some vertex v yj+1 ∈ V C k \V c,k to ⌈v b , v wj+1 ⌋ is common to both C t and C k . -W2: The path P vu i+1 ,v b from some vertex v ui+1 ∈ V Cc to v b is common to both C c and C t (C t (W 2) in Fig. 7 ). The vertices v ui+1 and v b can coincide. The path P ⌈va,vu i+1 ⌋,vx i+1 from ⌈v a , v ui+1 ⌋ to some vertex v xi+1 ∈ V C k \V c,k is common to both C t and C k .
•
Step 2: If C t intersects C k and C c as in W 1, then let j = j + 1 and exit from the steps. If j = 2, then rename C t as C ′ j , else rename C t as C i . There exists a path P vx i ,vu i in C i from v xi to v ui which doesn't include any other vertices in C k or C c other than v xi and v ui . Also, there exists a path P vw j ,vy j in C ′ j from v wj to v yj which doesn't include any other vertices in C k or C c other than v wj and v yj (shown in Fig. 8) .
Since v ui , v wj ∈ V Cc , there exists a path P vu i ,vw j from v ui to v wj (part of C c ). Since v yj , v xi ∈ V C k , there exists a path P vy j ,vx i from v yj to v xi (part of C k ). If we exit in either
Step 2 or 3, v xi comes in the path from v yj to v a in C k . Hence the path P vy j ,vx i doesn't intersect the cycle C c . The vertices v xi and v yj can coincide. (P vw j ,vy j → P vy j ,vx i → P vx i ,vu i → P vu i ,vw j ) forms some cycle C q . The path P vy j ,vx i is common to both C q and C k . None of the vertices in P vy j ,vx i are included in C c . Hence CCC is violated and interlocked outer cycles do not contain C q . Else if we exit in step 4, (P vw j ,vy j → P vy j ,vx i → P vx i ,vu i → P vu i ,vw j ) forms some cycle C p . The path P vu i ,vw j and the path P va,v b are common to both C p and C k . Since P vu i ,vw j and P va,v b are disjoint, ILC is violated and interlocked outer cycles do not contain C p .
Hence for any other cycle C k ∈ C, if V C k \V c,k = φ, then there exist some vertices or arcs in C k which are unique to C k . Fig. 7 . Illustration of the case in Lemma 2.1.
APPENDIX B Proof of Lemma 2.2
Claim 1: I-path from u to v, for any u, v ∈ V I , doesn't include any of the vertices and arcs in C k which are unique to C k for the below two cases.
• Case 1:
• Case 2: ForṼ C k = φ, there doesn't exist any path P i,v k from any i ∈ V I to any vertex v k ∈Ṽ C k , where the path doesn't include any vertex in V OC other than v k and there doesn't exist any path P v ′ k ,j from any vertex v ′ k ∈Ṽ C k to any j ∈ V I , where the path doesn't include any vertex in V OC other than v ′ k . Proof: Let C c be a central cycle in C. From Lemma 2.1, if V C k \V c,k = φ for any other cycle C k ∈ C, then there exist some vertices or arcs in C k which are unique to C k . Hencẽ V C k = φ implies there is only a single arc in C k which is unique to C k .
For both the cases, since there exists an I-path from some vertex u ∈ V I to some other vertex v ∈ V I which intersect some of the cycles in C, let P u,v l be the path from u to some vertex v l ∈ V OC \Ṽ C k , where the path doesn't include any vertex in V OC other than v l and P vm,v be the path from some vertex v m ∈ V OC \Ṽ C k to v, where the path doesn't include any vertex in V OC other than v m (shown in Fig. 9 ). Since there exists a path from any vertex in V OC to any other vertex in V OC by P2, let P v l ,vm be the path from the vertex v l to v m . Since v l , v m / ∈Ṽ C k , the vertex v l will be included in some cycle C l ∈ C\C k and the vertex v m will be included in some cycle C m ∈ C\C k . From P2, the path from any vertex v l ∈ V C l to any other vertex v m ∈ V Cm includes the vertices and arcs from C l ∪C m ∪C c . Hence (P u,v l → P v l ,vm → P vm,v ) forms an I-path from u to v and the I-path doesn't contain any of the vertices and arcs in C k which are not included in any other cycle in C. Hence I-path between any two vertices u, v ∈ V I doesn't contain any of the vertices and arcs in C k which are unique to C k . By Claim 1, some of the arcs and vertices will not be included in any of the I-paths, ifṼ C k = φ. Hence they won't be included in the union of rooted trees. That contradicts the definition of an IC structure.
Claim 2: ForṼ C k = φ, let v r ∈Ṽ C k such that some path P f,vr from some f ∈ V I to v r exists which doesn't include any vertex in V OC other than v r and there does not exist any path from any of the inner vertices to any of the vertices in the path P v b ,vr from v b to v r (except v b and v r ). If there exists a path P i,v k from some i ∈ V I to some vertex v k ∈Ṽ C k , where the path doesn't include any vertex in V OC other than v k and there doesn't exist any path P v ′ k ,j from any v ′ k ∈Ṽ C k to any j ∈ V I , where the path doesn't include any vertex in V OC other than v ′ k , then none of the vertices and arcs in the path P v b ,vr (except v b and v r ) will be included in any of the I-paths.
Proof: For any I-path from some u ∈ V I to v ∈ V I , where the path P u,v l from u to some vertex v l ∈ V OC \Ṽ C k which doesn't include any vertex in V OC other than v l and the path P vm,v from some vertex v m ∈ V OC \Ṽ C k to v which doesn't include any vertex in V OC other than v m , exist, we have shown in the proof of Claim 1 that the I-path doesn't include any of the vertices and arcs in C k which are unique to C k .
For any I-path from some g ∈ V I to v ∈ V I , where the path P g,vt from g to some vertex v t ∈Ṽ C k which doesn't include any vertex in V OC other than v t and the path P vm,v from some vertex v m ∈ V OC \Ṽ C k to v which doesn't include any vertex in V OC other than v m , exist, we will show that none of the vertices and arcs in the path P v b ,vr (except v b and v r ) will be included in the I-path (shown in Fig 10) . The path P vt,va from v t to v a doesn't include any of the vertices and arcs in the path P v b ,vr (except v b and v r ), since v t comes after the vertex v r in the path P v b ,va .
Since there exists a path from any vertex in V OC to any other vertex in V OC by P2, let P va,vm be the path from the vertex v a to v m . Since v m / ∈Ṽ C k , the vertex v m will be included in some cycle C m ∈ C\C k . From P2, the path from v a to v m ∈ V Cm includes the vertices and arcs from C m ∪ C c . Hence the path P va,vm doesn't include any of the vertices and arcs in the path P v b ,vr (except v b and v r ). Hence (P g,vt → P vt,va → P va,vm → P vm,v ) forms an I-path from g to v and the I-path doesn't contain any of the vertices and arcs in the path P v b ,vr (except v b and v r ).
Hence I-path between any two vertices u, v ∈ V I doesn't contain any of the vertices and arcs in the path P v b ,vr (except v b and v r ).
Claim 3: ForṼ C k = φ, let v r ∈Ṽ C k such that some path P vr ,f from v r to some f ∈ V I exists which doesn't include any vertex in V OC other than v r and there does not exist any path from any of the vertices in the path P vr ,va from v r to v a (except v a and v r ) to any of the inner vertices. If there exists a path P v ′ k ,j from some vertex v ′ k ∈Ṽ C k to some j ∈ V I , where the path doesn't include any vertex in V OC other than v ′ k and there doesn't exist any path P i,v k from any i ∈ V I to any v k ∈Ṽ C k , where the path doesn't include any vertex in V OC other than v k , then none of the vertices and arcs in the path P vr ,va (except v a and v r ) will be included in any of the I-paths.
Proof: For any I-path from some u ∈ V I to v ∈ V I , where the path P u,v l from u to some vertex v l ∈ V OC \Ṽ C k which doesn't include any vertex in V OC other than v l and the path P vm,v from some vertex v m ∈ V OC \Ṽ C k to v which doesn't include any vertex in V OC other than v m , exist, we have shown in Claim 1 that the I-path doesn't include any of the vertices and arcs in C k which are unique to C k .
For any I-path from some u ∈ V I to g ∈ V I , where the path P u,v l from u to some vertex v l ∈ V OC \Ṽ C k which doesn't include any vertex in V OC other than v l and the path P vt,g from some vertex v t ∈Ṽ C k to g which doesn't include any vertex in V OC other than v t , exist, we will show that none of the vertices and arcs in the path P vr ,va (except v a and v r ) will be included in the I-path (shown in Fig 11) .
The path P v b ,vt from v b to v t doesn't include any of the vertices and arcs in the path P vr ,va (except v a and v r ), since v t comes before the vertex v r in the path P v b ,va .
Since there exists a path from any vertex in V OC to any other vertex in V OC by P2, let P v l ,v b be the path from the vertex v l to v b . Since v l / ∈Ṽ C k , the vertex v l will be included in some cycle C l ∈ C\C k . From P2, the path from v l to v b (except v a ). Hence (P u,v l → P v l ,v b → P v b ,vt → P vt,g ) forms an I-path from u to g and the I-path doesn't contain any of the vertices and arcs in the path P vr ,va (except v a and v r ).
Hence I-path between any two vertices u, v ∈ V I doesn't contain any of the vertices and arcs in the path P vr ,va (except v a and v r ).
Proof (of Lemma 2.2):
In all of the above claims atleast some of the arcs or vertices will not be included in any of the Ipaths. Hence they won't be included in the union of rooted trees. That contradicts the definition of an IC structure. Hencẽ V C k = φ and there exists atleast one path P i,v k , where the path doesn't include any vertex in V OC other than v k and atleast one path P v ′ k ,j , where the path doesn't include any vertex in V OC other than v ′ k , for each C k ∈ C\C c .
